
gentLED and NEX5
Description: The gentLED IR device allows continuous still photography from the Mikrokopter 
using the servo control output of the Flight Control. This is used to automatically trigger the 
shutter of the Sony NEX5 camera during flight. The gentLED will also work for other IR triggered 
cameras.
 
Since I have just added the combination of the NEX5 and gentLED to my Oktokopter, I have 
documented the process I used for others contemplating the same system.
 

I
GentLED Operating Manual
 
Introduction
When I built my 1st MK Oktokopter I really wanted to use the Canon T2i (550D) since I 
already had been using Canon equipment for many years and knew the image quality was 
unsurpassed. 
Although some people had been using the Canon T2i on the Oktos effectively, my calculations 
indicated that I would be continuously flying above 80% max loading. I did not feel comfortable 
with this minimum margin, especially since I eventually plan on adding FPV equipment weighing 
approximately 400g.  
Below are my calculation.
Okto Load calculations

Item Weight Sony NEX5 Canon T2i
MKTr                         340g      340 340
2 5000Mah batteries 510g      510 510
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Sony NEX5 297g                  297
Sony NEX5 16mm lens   70g        70
Canon 550 530g 530
Canon 18-55 kit lens 200g 200
Future FPV System 400g      400 400
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

total    1617           1980
Max        2000           2000

 
MKTr Camera Mount
The MKtr camera mount was one of the first quality mounts for the MK. Since I purchased mine, 
there are now several other that could certainly do an excellent job. However, this is what I 
bought, so, my intentions are to make it operate as best I can.
The MKTr is another topic outside the scope of this paper, so, I won’t go further into it other 
than to say, the camera mount is just as important as the camera itself, so get the best you can 
afford.
 
Sony NEX5 Camera
In technical terms, the APS-C image sensor in the NEX5 is 13 times the size of the typical 
sensor. The Sony NEX5 is a great compromise of weight and image quality for the MK. When it 
was released in 2010, the NEX5 was the world's smallest, lightest interchangeable lens digital 
camera. 
 
While there are other excellent light weight cameras now available I chose the Sony NEX5 for 
the following reason.

○ Sensor Size - The NEX 5 has a sensor nearly as large as the 2Ti.  At 
14Megapixels, the is plenty of room on the sensor surface so as not to create 
excessive noise when enlarging.  Because the MK typically takes pictures at 
lower altitudes than normal aerial photography, image resolution is not quit as 
critical.

○ No SLR Mirror - without the SLR mirror, the camera is lighter and less prone to 
damage.

○ Interchangeable lenses - Having a variety of lenses of lenses is a great option, 
especially for shooting other than from the MK.

○ Aluminum case - makes for a rugged little camera.
○ RAW file format - The RAW image format stores image information in 12 bit data 

rather than 8 as in the jpg format. With more image data available, this allows for 
a great deal of post possessing capability. I always take picture using the RAW 
format unless I don’t plan on keeping the image.

○ I also like the idea of a light weight, high quality camera that I can stick in my shirt 
pocket when I don;t want to cary a DSLR.

 
There are also some things I don’t care for about the NEX5



○ Lack of an attached viewfinder - This makes the image hard to see in bright sun. 
Since I plan to use it on the MK, this is something I can live with.

○ Video mode - some reviews indicate the the video capabilities, especially from 
the MK are marginal. I haven’t seen too much excellent video from the MK 
anyway and can always use the GoPro for general video.

○ Menu Selections - most of the menu selection are through the display menu and 
not external switches. This makes selection difficult in bright sunlight. 

 
 

gentled setup
The gentLED-SHUTTER will trigger the Sony NEX5 using its IR capability. I set it up to trigger 
off of servo 3 which is located on the upper pin row just above the roll servo 2. The neg. wire 
goes to the inside.
You will also have to wire a servo connector to the gentled leads.  note: the blue wire is not 
used for this application, just, wrap it in electrical tape and isolate it.
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The servo timing is set up in  mktools in the Flight Control menu under the (Camera) tab. Set 
servo 3 output to 247, this will make the gentled blink every 2 second and will fire a pic every 2 
sec. I am not sure if the timing can be extended longer as the highest setting is 247.



The gentled light is mounted in front of the NEX5 IR window. I used Velcro as shown in the 
image below to attach the gentled to the camera body. This also allows for easy removal of the 
camera from the mount.
The gentled wires should be protected and routed up to the Flight Control Board with enough 
slack in the wires to allow for movement of the camera mount platform.

 



 
For the IR function of the NEX5 to operate correctly, the Remote Commander (IR feature) must 
be activated from the camera menu display. See NEX5 manual here
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Since the gentled is IR, you cannot see the blinking light, also, the servo is not powered until 
the battery is connected and the gyros calibrated by moving the left stick to the upper left. Once 
this is done, and the camera switched on with Remote Cdr selected, the camera will start taking 
pictures every 2 seconds until it is switched off. Make sure the camera battery is charged and 
there is enough room on the camera memory card.
 
Below is a picture of my neighbors house using the NEX5 setup. 



I hope these instruction help in setup of your system.
If you have additions, correction, or comments on these instructions, please contact me by 
email at: Dennis O’Hara
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